
ACRONYM 12 - Round 5 
 
 
1. A guitarist primarily known for being in this band occasionally plays with thimbles or prosthetics 
on his fingers, which he partially lost in a childhood accident. In 2006, several members of this 
band formed the side project Heaven and Hell. This band claimed "people think I'm insane, (*) 
because I am frowning all the time" in the title song of their album Paranoid, which also includes a song that 
asks "Has he lost his mind?" in reference to a metallic being. "War Pigs" and "Iron Man" are by, for 10 
points, what band fronted by Ozzy Osbourne? 
ANSWER: Black Sabbath <Nelson> 
 
2. Ty Webb uses one of these items to help demonstrate how to "be the ball" in the film 
Caddyshack. Peter LaFleur dons one of these items before a sudden death face-off at the end of 
Dodgeball. A man named Tom is compelled to shoot himself after (*) removing one of these items to 
save Malorie Hayes and her children. In 2019 Netflix discouraged fans from doing a "challenge" involving 
wearing one of these items while viewing a 2018 Sandra Bullock film. The central figures of Bird Box 
prominently use, for 10 points, what vision-obscuring objects? 
ANSWER: blindfolds <Nelson> 
 
3. This country is home to the Test cricket ground Sabina Park and is the home of cricketer Chris 
Gayle. Hall of Fame basketball player Patrick Ewing was born in this country. This country's 
Elaine Thompson and Shelly Ann Fraser-Pryce medalled in the same event at the Rio Olympics. 
Though they have never medaled in it, (*) this country has fielded an Olympic bobsled team off and on 
since 1988. An 8-time gold medalist from this country appeared to slow down in a race he still finished in 
9.58 seconds. For 10 points, name this home of Usain Bolt. 
ANSWER: Jamaica <Nelson> 
 
4. Katharine Hamnett designed shirts popular in this decade that featured slogans in large letters. A 
charity event in this decade sought to form a line of people holding hands across the entire U.S. 
"When you put it on, something happens" was a slogan popularized in this decade for (*) Members 
Only jackets. A Wendy's ad from this decade, which was later quoted in a political debate, asked "Where's 
the beef?". The Jheri curl and "Flock of Seagulls" haircuts are closely associated with, for 10 points, what 
decade characterized by bright outfits and big hair? 
ANSWER: 1980s (prompt on the '80s) <Golden> 
 
5. One member of this family used the pseudonym "Parvati Wasatch" and is banned from entering 
Canada. Another member of this family briefly dates Robert Wegler, her son's guidance counselor. 
The patriarch of this family has a contentious relationship with Jennifer (*) Melfi, a psychiatrist. A 
daughter in this family, Meadow, is seen approaching a diner in the final scene of a TV series about them, 
which abruptly ends with a cut to black. Tony is the patriarch of, for 10 points, what New Jersey mob family 
from a namesake HBO series? 
ANSWER: Soprano family (accept The Sopranos) <Nelson> 
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6. An official map of this novel's setting places the island Ilorin west of a capital city. Several 
characters in this novel are skilled players of agbön, a sport whose rules are never explained. Like 
all members of the Ikú clan, this novel's protagonist was born with white (*) hair and is derided as a 
"maggot." The princess Amari betrays her ruthless father King Saran in this novel, which begins the Legacy 
of Orïsha series. Zélie Adebola seeks to restore magic to the world in, for 10 points, what Africa-inspired 
young adult novel by Tomi Adeyemi? 
ANSWER: Children of Blood and Bone <Nelson> 
 
7. A version of this song by German singer Alemuel was a minor hit in 2007. A portion of this song 
taken from Dvorak's New World symphony is often mistaken for a John Williams film score. This 
song ends with its performers "safe at last" (*) following an ill-advised attempt to "go hunt." A video of 
this song featuring an animated fox named Pinkfong, the mascot of a South Korean edutainment company, 
has over 2 billion views on YouTube. A grandpa and mommy are among the figures in, for 10 points, what 
children's song titled for an infant fish? 
ANSWER: Baby Shark <Nelson> 
 
8. On this show, doctored footage of its protagonist saying "push her grandmother down" leads 
her to fight with wrestler Shelby Marx. A character on this show attended law school for three days 
and creates artworks that frequently catch fire. T-Bo owns a smoothie shop on this show, whose 
protagonists are tormented by the snobbish (*) Nevel. Spaghetti tacos were envisioned in this series, 
whose title girl works with her cameraman Freddie and co-star Sam on a web show. For 10 points, name 
this Nickelodeon series starring Miranda Cosgrove. 
ANSWER: iCarly <Golden> 
 
9. 8-time Gold Glove winner Garry Maddox earned the nickname "Secretary of Defense" for his 
skill at this position. Until it was removed in 2016, an incline called "Tall's Hill" and a flag pole 
were obstacles for players of this position in Minute Maid Park. A man "ready to play" this 
position insists (*) "put me in coach" in a song by John Fogerty. Charlie Blackmon and Jackie Bradley, Jr. 
play this position, which is marked as an '8' in baseball scoring. A team's fastest player often plays, for 10 
points, what position farthest from home plate? 
ANSWER: center field (prompt on "outfield") <Nelson> 
 
10. This film's villain tries to tell F'nale ["finale"] "listen to me very carefully," but instead she 
punches him in the mouth in the back of a cop car. Pages from a typewriter flutter away to signify a 
timer counting down in this film. One of the few details kept unchanged from this film's source 
material--a novel by (*) Ernest Cline--is a climactic trial involving the Atari game Adventure. James 
Halliday's "easter eggs" are hunted in the OASIS by Wade Watts, who uses the username Parzifal in, for 10 
points, what pop-culture-filled 2018 adventure film? 
ANSWER: Ready Player One <Vopava> 
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11. A man mostly known for this entity previously hosted the talk show Running Late. Vine creators 
Rus Yusupov and Colin Kroll developed this entity, whose most recent spin-off features comedian 
Anna Roisman. Lauren Gambino appears in a sports-centered (*) spin-off of this entity, which 
inspired the Facebook show Confetti. The contents of bird's nest soup were misidentified by 1.7 million 
people using this entity, which is usually hosted by Scott Rogowsky. "Savage questions" eliminate lots of 
players in, for 10 points, what trivia app? 
ANSWER: HQ Trivia <Nelson> 
 
12. An unused beat slated for T.I.'s album Paperwork was reused for this song. This song's music 
video depicts a fight scene between its performers and a gang led by Sister 13. A performer of this 
song compares life to Monopoly by boasting "go cop me some land and some property." The claim 
(*) "watch me flip it like it's Five Guys" is one of several of this song's references to fast food. Quavo 
claims to "dance with my dogs in the night time" in, for 10 points, what Migos song that likens making 
crack "in the kitchen" to making an Asian dish? 
ANSWER: Stir Fry <Nelson> 
 
13. On a long-running TV show, a woman in this profession responds to being fired by Arthur 
Branch by confusingly asking "Is this because I'm a lesbian?". The biological clock of another 
woman in this profession played by Calista Flockhart was symbolized by a 3-D (*) dancing baby. 
The title character of The Good Wife has this job, as does Mike Ross, who does it despite not having a license 
to do so on Suits. Ally McBeal and Perry Mason held, for 10 points, what profession belonging to the main 
characters of The Practice and Boston Legal? 
ANSWER: lawyers (or attorneys or similar; accept (assistant) district attorney before "biological") 
<Golden> 
 
14. A group called the GOPPPL participated in the first known instance of this activity. Matthew 
Berry hosts a TV show titled for this activity "Now." This activity is depicted in a scripted series in 
which its winner receives the "Shiva" trophy. Some versions of this activity use "dynasty" or (*) 
"keeper" rules, in which some or all assets are retained. Due to the tendency of elite players to sit out 
meaningless games before the playoffs, this activity often lasts 15 or 16 weeks. The TV comedy The League 
depicted, for 10 points, what activity in which fans draft NFL players? 
ANSWER: fantasy football (prompt on "fantasy sports"; do not accept or prompt on "football") 
<Nelson> 
 
15. Alanis Morissette's 2007 song "Torch" was written about this actor. This actor played an 
aspiring editor who pretends to be engaged to his boss in the rom-com The Proposal. A character 
played by this man had his mouth sewn shut in his first appearance; in other films, that same 
character often employs (*) Dopinder, a timid cab driver. In a 2018 post-credits scene, a mercenary played 
by this actor kills multiple versions of himself, including one who is reading the script of Green Lantern. For 
10 points, name this star of Deadpool. 
ANSWER: Ryan (Ronald) Reynolds <Nelson> 
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16. When asked about hobbies, a young man on this TV show just says, "Lasers." A central figure 
on this show nearly loses his mind when he reaches into a bag hanging from a bedpost and finds it 
filled with teeth. The "French tuck" is a style move championed by (*) Tan France on this series, 
which also features cooking tips from Antoni Porowski, but did not bring back Carson Kressley. A former 
reality series said to be for "the straight guy" was rebooted as, for 10 points, what 2018 reality series in 
which shlubby folks get life advice from five gay men? 
ANSWER: Queer Eye (do not accept or prompt on "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy") <Vopava> 
 
17. In an attempt to please this NBA player, his team signed his friend Jeremy Castleberry as an 
assistant. Some critics of this player cite the influence of Dennis Robertson, his uncle. A September 
2018 interview with this man drew attention to his unusual and amusing (*) laugh. This man played 
just nine games in the 2017-18 season, which was marred by a rift between him and his team's doctors. That 
team acquired DeMar DeRozan by trading, for 10 points, what forward who joined the Raptors following a 
bizarre exit from the Spurs? 
ANSWER: Kawhi [kuh-"WHY"] (Anthony) Leonard <Nelson> 
 
18. A film character known by this word is discovered by paleontologist Kate Lloyd in a 2011 
prequel. This is the last word in the name of a film in which Radio Raheem's death prompts a riot 
that destroys a pizzeria. An Antarctic research station is terrorized by a (*) shapeshifter identified by 
this word in a 1982 horror film. Jamie Bell played Ben Grimm, who turns into a stone-skinned superhero 
known by this word in 2015's Fantastic Four. The disembodied hand kept as the Addams Family's pet is 
named, for 10 points, what generic word? 
ANSWER: thing (accept The Sweetest Thing or Do the Right Thing or The Thing) <Vopava> 
 
19. This singer's interaction with singer Noah Davis on a 2018 reality show influenced the 
mainstreaming of the gay slang term "wig." In one single, this singer likens herself to "Marilyn 
Monroe in a monster truck" and warns she isn't "fragile like a Fabergé." This artist behind the 
sports-inspired single (*) "Rise" is the only person besides Michael Jackson to have five #1 hits from one 
album; one of those songs insists "Come on, let your colors burst." The 2017 album Witness is by, for 10 
points, what singer of "Teenage Dream" and "Firework"? 
ANSWER: Katy Perry (or Katy Hudson or Katherine Elizabeth Hudson) <Vopava> 
 
20. A fictional killing of this man is central to the 2002 film Nothing So Strange. In a Rick Ross song, 
Rick tells a woman to "save my number in her phone" under this man's name. Beyonce's 
"Formation" claims that she might be a black version of this man (*) "in the making." In a 2018 
appearance on Ellen, this man guessed that Totino's Pizza Rolls cost $22. In a prominent job, this man was 
succeeded by Satya Nadella. The film Pirates of Silicon Valley centers on the rivalry between Steve Jobs and, 
for 10 points, what founder of Microsoft? 
ANSWER: Bill Gates (or William Henry Gates III) <Nelson> 
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1. In the educational film Donald in Mathmagic Land, Donald Duck is shown how "the diamond system" is 
used to master the "three-cushion" form of this sport. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this nine-letter term that, in the U.S., names a general class of cue sports played on a surface 
covered in a traditionally green material called baize ["bays"]. 
ANSWER: billiards 
[10] In this billiards sport, which is wildly popular in the U.K., players must sink all fifteen red balls before 
potting the remaining six colored balls in a specific order. 
ANSWER: snooker 
[10] Players must also obey strict numerical order in this American pool game, whose balls are racked in a 
diamond shape. 
ANSWER: nine-ball <Vopava>  
 
2. During the production of this series' third volume, its creator Monty Oum died suddenly of a severe 
allergic reaction. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this animated web series about a group of four young "huntresses" in a world filled with 
monsters. Its title references the first names of those characters, as well as the colors they typically wear. 
ANSWER: RWBY [pronounced "ruby" but accept answers that spell it out] 
[10] RWBY is produced by this media company with an avian-inspired name, which also created Red vs. Blue, 
gen:LOCK, and numerous "Let's Play" videos. 
ANSWER: Rooster Teeth 
[10] Red vs. Blue, Rooster Teeth's first project, was made using footage from this first-person shooter series 
centered on a Spartan known as Master Chief. 
ANSWER: Halo <Nelson>  
 
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about the number 12 in increasingly trashy literature: 
[10] The Reginald Rose play 12 Angry Men, which was later adapted into a classic film, centers on one of 
these groups of people, who are weighing the fate of a young man accused of murder. 
ANSWER: jury 
[10] Be Careful What You Wish For..., in which a girl is given three wishes from a witch and uses them very 
unwisely, is the 12th book of this extensive 1990s children's book series. 
ANSWER: Goosebumps 
[10] This Canadian psychologist and self-proclaimed "professor against political correctness" expressed 
many of his misogynistic and other controversial views in his 2018 non-fiction book 12 Rules for Life. 
ANSWER: Jordan B. Peterson (or Jordan Bernt Peterson) <Golden>  
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4. In a May 2018 video, this figure deliberately kicked a Rolls Royce to supposedly prove it wasn't a rental. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this awful, awful nine-year-old, who developed a following by swearing and holding up stacks of 
cash in numerous videos. She deleted her online presence in late 2018. 
ANSWER: Lil Tay 
[10] Before vanishing from the internet, Lil Tay had a rivalry with Bhad Bhabie ["bad baby"], a teenage 
rapper who is best known for originating this dumb phrase on an episode of Dr. Phil. 
ANSWER: cash me outside (accept catch me outside or cash me outside, how 'bout dat or similar) 
[10] For some reason, Lil Tay made multiple appearances with this controversial Chicago rapper, a founder 
of Glo Gang whose songs include "I Don't Like" and "Love Sosa." 
ANSWER: Chief Keef (accept Keith Farrelle Cozart) <Nelson>  
 
5. After its protagonists witness a burning cross from a distance, this film closes with footage of the killing 
of Heather Heyer. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this film, loosely based on the memoir of Colorado detective Ron Stallworth. 
ANSWER: BlacKkKlansman ["black klansman"] 
[10] The title character of BlacKkKlansman is played by the son of this actor, who appeared in the 2018 film 
The Equalizer 2. 
ANSWER: Denzel (Hayes) Washington 
[10] BlacKkKlansman is Spike Lee's first theatrical film since this 2015 musical based on the play Lysistrata. Its 
name is taken from that of a derogatory nickname for a U.S. city. 
ANSWER: Chi-raq <Nelson>  
 
6. Comedian Eugene Mirman created an unsolicited slogan for this restaurant that claims it's "great Italian 
food, if you're a raccoon." For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this bad Italian fast food franchise, named for the Italian family that founded it in 1956. It calls 
itself home of the "XL NY Pizza." 
ANSWER: Sbarro 
[10] The Sbarro family hailed from this southern Italian city, which is generally considered the birthplace of 
pizza. A word for people from this city names a style of pizza made with mozzarella and tomatoes, as well 
as a variety of ice cream. 
ANSWER: Naples (prompt on "Neapolitan") 
[10] Among the other Italian dishes served by Sbarro is this cylindrical pastry rolled up with meat and 
cheese. It is similar to, but made differently than, a calzone. 
ANSWER: stromboli <Nelson>  
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7. During the height of her career, this actress was plagued by rumors that she wasn't a little girl at all, but 
rather a 30-year-old dwarf with excellent dancing skills. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this phenomenally successful child star of the 1930s and '40s who starred in musicals like Curly 
Top and The Little Colonel.  
ANSWER: Shirley Temple (or Shirley Temple Black) 
[10] In 1937 Temple starred as the title Swiss girl in this adaptation of a Johanna Spyri story. In 1968 NBC 
infamously pre-empted coverage of an AFL game to broadcast its remake of this film. 
ANSWER: Heidi (accept Heidi Game or Heidi Bowl) 
[10] Temple shot to stardom with 1934's Bright Eyes, in which she sang a song about this fictional "ship," 
which she claims is a "sweet trip to a candy shop." 
ANSWER: Good Ship Lollipop (accept On the Good Ship Lollipop) <Vopava>  
 
8. This person is warned "I never learned to cook / but I can write a hook" before being told "You gotta 
know how to treat me like a lady / Even when I'm acting crazy." For 10 points each:  
[10] Name this hypothetical figure who titles a 2015 pop song that lists "a few things you'll need to know if 
you wanna be / My one and only, all my life." 
ANSWER: Meghan Trainor's future husband (accept Dear Future Husband; accept reasonable answers 
identifying a potential spouse; prompt on "husband") 
[10] The video for "Dear Future Husband" implies that Meghan Trainor's husband will be this pop singer of 
"Attention," who has a prominent eyebrow scar. 
ANSWER: Charlie Puth [pooth] (or Charles Otto Puth Jr.) 
[10] In real life, Trainor's future husband turned out to be Dylan Sabara, who starred as Juni Cortez in this 
Robert Rodriguez-directed family action movie series in the 2000s. 
ANSWER: Spy Kids <Vopava>  
 
9. In January 2019, a relatively uninteresting image became, by a good margin, the most-liked photo in the 
history of Instagram. For 10 points each: 
[10] The photo simply depicted one of these objects. 
ANSWER: a brown egg 
[10] The egg photo reached over 50 million likes, surpassing an image of an infant grasping an adult's 
thumb, which was posted by this reality TV star in February 2018. 
ANSWER: Kylie (Kristin) Jenner (prompt on "Jenner") 
[10] Jenner's previously most-liked photo was the first photo of her daughter, who has this extremely 
celebrity baby-esque name. 
ANSWER: Stormi Webster <Nelson>  
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10. During its premiere, the matriarch of this show's title family is casually revealed to have died of an 
opioid overdose. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this ABC series, which debuted in October 2018 as a replacement for a show that was cancelled 
over its star's controversial tweets. 
ANSWER: The Conners (do not accept, prompt on, or otherwise reveal "Roseanne") 
[10] The Conners was developed after this comedian and actress, who was the namesake of the series on 
which it is based, made a racist tweet that she later blamed on Ambien. 
ANSWER: Roseanne Barr (accept either) 
[10] Emma Kenney, who plays the new character Harris on The Conners, also plays Debbie Gallagher, the 
daughter of the horribly alcoholic father Frank Gallagher on this Showtime dramedy. 
ANSWER: Shameless <Nelson>  
 
11. Rather than memorizing routes or whatever, the most intricately planned activity among NFL players in 
2018 appears to be their touchdown celebrations. For 10 points each: 
[10] After one touchdown, David Njoku and Darren Fells of the Browns re-created the "Fusion Dance" 
performed by Goku and other characters in this extensive anime franchise. 
ANSWER: Dragon Ball (accept Dragon Ball Z) 
[10] The Saints' Michael Thomas paid tribute to former Saints receiver Joe Horn by pulling one of these 
objects out from under the goal post after scoring a touchdown. 
ANSWER: cell phone (accept flip phone) 
[10] 49ers receiver Marquise Goodwin followed a touchdown by acting out this track and field discipline, in 
which he actually competed at the 2012 Olympics. 
ANSWER: long jump <Nelson>  
 
12. Many of Disney's classic animated films ignored the much darker elements of the works that inspired 
them. For 10 points each: 
[10] The title character of this Disney film helps lead a Chinese army in a war against the Huns; however, in 
the story on which it is based, she loses and later dies by suicide. 
ANSWER: Mulan 
[10] In a 1950 Disney film, these characters are turned away after being unable to put on a glass slipper; in 
the original story, they both mutilate their feet in hopes of making it fit. A description of them is acceptable. 
ANSWER: Cinderella's evil stepsisters (accept Drizella and Anastasia in either order; accept other 
reasonable equivalents; prompt on answers giving "sisters") 
[10] In the Daniel P. Mannix novel that inspired this 1981 Disney film, its title characters, whose names are 
Tod and Copper, both die in horrifying fashions. 
ANSWER: The Fox and the Hound <Nelson>  
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13. This song notes "These wounds won't seem to heal, this pain is just too real" over minimal 
instrumentation. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 2003 song by Evanescence, in which Amy Lee sings "I held your hand through all of these 
years/But you still have all of me." It shares its name with an infamous work of Harry Potter fan-fiction. 
ANSWER: My Immortal 
[10] In the fanfic My Immortal, the protagonist is obsessed with this pop-punk band behind the songs 
"Welcome to the Black Parade" and "Teenagers." 
ANSWER: My Chemical Romance (prompt on MCR) 
[10] The protagonist of My Immortal compares Draco's appearance to "Billie Joe in Boulevard of Borken 
Dreamz," a reference to this band whose albums include Dookie and American Idiot. 
ANSWER: Green Day <Golden>  
 
14. The phenomenal Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse depicted numerous alternate, non-Peter Parker versions 
of Spider-Man. For 10 points each: 
[10] A black-and-white, 1930s detective version of Spider-Man, comes from a Marvel universe known by 
this four-letter term, generally used to describe dark, hardboiled fiction. 
ANSWER: noir (accept Marvel Noir) 
[10] Another hero, Spider-Woman, is the alter-ego of this female character. In the original comics, she is a 
love interest of Peter Parker who dies after being thrown from a bridge. 
ANSWER: Gwen Stacy (accept either or Gwendolyne Maxine Stacy) 
[10] A post-credits scene depicts Miguel O'Hara, a geneticist and alternate Spider-Man from this future year. 
Several lines of Marvel comic books are set in and named for this year. 
ANSWER: 2099 (accept Spider-Man 2099) <Nelson>  
 
15. Before the 2018 season, this baseball team acquired outfielder Stephen Piscotty so that Piscotty could be 
closer to his mother, who was dying of ALS. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Bay Area team, which earned a surprising American League Wild Card spot in 2018. This 
team's mascot is an elephant for some reason. 
ANSWER: Oakland Athletics (or A's; accept any underlined portion) 
[10] The breakout player for the A's in 2018 was Matt Chapman, an outstanding defender at this position 
also deftly played by Nolan Arenado. Alex Rodriguez ended his career at this position. 
ANSWER: third base 
[10] In a truly astonishing coincidence, this power-hitting DH for the A's finished with a batting average of 
exactly .247 ["two forty seven"] for the fourth consecutive season. He also led the majors with 48 home 
runs. 
ANSWER: Khris Davis (or Khristopher Adrian Davis) <Quinn> 
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16. The cover of this single features a tweet by a user telling Rivers Cuomo "it's about time you bless the 
rains." For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 2018 version of a 1982 song, which became its band's highest charting single in almost 10 
years. 
ANSWER: Weezer's cover of Africa (accept similarly descriptive answers like Weezer's version of Africa; 
prompt on partial answers) 
[10] As a B-side to their cover of Africa, Weezer also covered this other song by Toto, which was written 
for and named after a member of the Arquette family. 
ANSWER: Rosanna 
[10] This rapper's 2018 song "Coast to Coast" is also heavily based on "Africa." This frequent shouter of the 
word "dale" [dah-lay] also released "Don't Stop the Party." 
ANSWER: Pitbull (or Armando Christian Pérez) <Nelson>  
 
17. MTV has aired a number of reality dating shows with utterly ridiculous premises. For 10 points each: 
[10] In a mid-2000s series, contestants were sent on a set of three dates not with their prospective partners, 
but with these people related to them. 
ANSWER: (the partners') mothers (or moms; accept Date My Mom; prompt on “parents”) 
[10] On this depressingly popular series, a contestant dated a series of potential suitors stashed on a bus, and 
could dismiss one contestant for another just by saying the title word. 
ANSWER: Next 
[10] On this series, a group of men and women are put into a house and paired up using a matchmaking 
algorithm, but are not told who their matches are. Its contestants share a million-dollar prize if all of them 
correctly find their matches. 
ANSWER: Are You The One? <Nelson> 
 
18. This NBA team has twice drafted a center with the #1 pick in the NBA Draft, and both of them left this 
team to join the Lakers. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this team, the first to employ both Shaquille O'Neal and Dwight Howard. They play their home 
games at the Amway Center in central Florida. 
ANSWER: Orlando Magic (accept either) 
[10] The Magic's current centers include this rookie who played for the University of Texas. He is also the 
namesake of rapper Sheck Wes's breakout single. 
ANSWER: Mo Bamba (or Mohamed Fakaba Bamba) 
[10] This other member of the Magic's frontcourt lost to Zach LaVine in the epic 2016 NBA Slam Dunk 
Contest, in which he dunked over Stuff the Magic Dragon, the team's mascot. 
ANSWER: Aaron (Addison) Gordon <Nelson> 
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about the impossible TV career of actor Carlos Alazraqui 
[al-az-RAH-kee]: 
[10] In the 1990s, Alazraqui voiced a Spanish-speaking chihuahua who asked for things like gorditas in a 
popular series of ads for this fast food chain. 
ANSWER: Taco Bell 
[10] Alazraqui voiced both the obsessive teacher Mr. Crocker and the beefy hunk Juandissimo on this 
Nickelodeon show that also featured a frustratingly perfect family called the Dinklebergs. 
ANSWER: The Fairly OddParents 
[10] In a rare live-action role, Alazraqui played Deputy Garcia on this Comedy Central spoof of COPS, 
which co-starred Thomas Lennon as the short-shorts-wearing Lieutenant Jim Dangle. 
ANSWER: Reno 911! <Vopava>  
 
20. Pretty much every role-playing game has an item or method that revives fallen characters. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] A "phoenix down" is used to revive party members in this long-running RPG series which, despite its 
name, is up to 15 entries in its main series. 
ANSWER: Final Fantasy 
[10] "Life Bottles" are used for this purpose in this other long-running series. It is typically known by the 
word that begins its games’ titles, which has been followed by "of Fantasia" and "of Xillia," among others. 
ANSWER: Tales (accept Tales of Fantasia or Tales of Xillia or Tales of Berseria) 
[10] Leaves from a tree named Yggdrasil [IG-druh-sil] revive characters in this series, whose latest entry, 
subtitled "Echoes of an Elusive Age," was released in 2017. 
ANSWER: Dragon Quest (accept Dragon Warrior) <Nelson>  

 


